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Global stocks ended the September quarter almost unchanged, to end a run of nine rising quarters in the
last 10. Stocks reached record highs over the first two months of the quarter after the Federal Reserve said
it wouldn’t overreact to higher inflation readings, U.S. companies delivered better‐than‐expected earnings
reports for the second quarter, and the eurozone and Japanese economies returned to growth. But these
gains eroded in September after inflation concerns grew, rising interest rates reduced the value of future
profits, Congress failed to lift the U.S. debt ceiling or pass more stimulus, worries emerged about China’s
economy, energy prices soared in Europe and COVID‐19 infections rose worldwide. During the quarter,
seven of the 11 sectors fell in U.S.‐dollar terms. Materials (‐5.0%) fell the most on China concerns while
financials (+2.1%) rose most as higher interest rates helped bank margins.

U.S. stocks edged up as investors baked in expectations that monetary policy would stay loose for a while
yet. In a key speech in August, Fed Chairman Jerome Powell emphasized that rate increases were a long way
off and the central bank was conscious of the economic hit stemming from surging Delta cases. In
September, however, Powell said inflation might last longer than thought and that while the central bank is
unlikely to hike rates anytime soon it might announce plans to taper “soon”. On the fiscal side, the House of
Representatives failed to pass President Joe Biden’s US$4.5 trillion agenda as Democrats squabbled though
Congress passed a measure that kept the U.S. government funded until December 3. Republicans in the
Senate blocked moves to raise the U.S. debt ceiling and thus kept alive the possibility the U.S. could default,
insisting Democrats had the numbers to lift the ceiling through the budget‐reconciliation process. A boost
for stocks was that almost 90% of companies beat expectations for the second quarter, the highest
percentage of “beats” since Refinitiv began keeping such records in 1994. Backing the Fed’s view, investors
regarded reports that showed consumer prices rising at a pace of about 5.3% in the 12 months ending
August 31, 2021, as most likely driven by temporary supply constraints.

European stocks fell as German inflation notched a 29‐year high when it reached 4.1% in the 12 months
ending September 30, 2021, (while eurozone inflation stood at 3.0% in the 12 months ending August 31st),
business confidence dropped, and a fresh wave of COVID‐19 infections threatened. In better economic
news, a report showed the euro area’s economy expanded a revised 2.2% in the June quarter, after
shrinking 0.3% in the previous three months. In political news, Germany’s left‐leaning Social Democrats won
the greatest voting share in the general election and looked to be in the stronger position to form a coalition
government with party leader Olaf Scholz as chancellor.

The Fund recorded a negative return for the quarter. The biggest detractors were the investments in
Alibaba Group, Tencent Holdings and Crown Castle International. Alibaba dropped after Chinese authorities
cracked down on tech with a focus on antitrust, security and inequality issues. Tencent slumped amid this
crackdown that restricts gaming by children and saw the cyber‐regulator fine the company for sexually
suggestive content while antitrust authorities fined Tencent for unfair practices and ordered the company to
end exclusive music‐licensing deals. Crown Castle, a U.S.‐based owner of telecom towers, fell as rising
interest rates undermined stocks that investors consider bond proxies.

The biggest contributors were the investments in Netflix, Alphabet and Microsoft. Netflix gained after its
19% jump in revenue from a year earlier to US$7.3 billion highlighted its success, some of its new titles
proved popular, and in anticipation of the release of new seasons of popular shows in the coming months
that had been delayed due to COVID‐19. Alphabet surged after the parent of Google posted a higher‐than‐
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expected profit of US$21.7 billion in the June quarter after online advertising rebounded. Microsoft beat
expectations when the software giant reported revenue of US$46 billion for the June quarter, an increase of
21% on a year earlier, and CEO Satya Nadella said the performance showed the jump in tech spending since
the pandemic began was not a one‐off but indicated that businesses were digitizing their operations.

The global economic upswing is being driven by record levels of monetary and fiscal stimulus as well as a
vaccine‐driven reopening. However, there are three key risks in the short to medium term.

The first risk is that the supply side of the economy takes much longer to recover than the demand side,
leading to inflationary pressures that are larger or more persistent than expected. While we and most
central banks expect inflationary pressures to be transitory as supply chain and worker shortages are
addressed, a longer‐than‐expected period of elevated inflation may force central banks to tighten policy
faster than expected, perhaps materially so.

The second risk is a COVID‐19 mutation that requires replacement vaccines to be developed and distributed,
a process that could take three to six months.

The third risk is a bursting of speculative asset‐price bubbles. All three risks would prove relatively large
blows for emerging markets.

COVID‐19 has not changed the longer‐term economic outlook. The global economy remains structurally low
growth and low inflation, resulting in structurally low interest rates. What has changed is a steep rise in
government debt and potentially a greater acceptance of central‐bank‐financed government deficits.

The equity market outlook for the next 18 months is more challenging than usual to predict. The cyclical
economic upswing and policy accommodation should support equity returns, but the risks mentioned earlier
could trigger a 20% or more decline in equity prices.

The Fund cash holding was unchanged at approximately 6% over the past three months.

Index movements and stock contributors/detractors are based in local currency terms unless stated otherwise.
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